Tinker Lane CLC – Minutes
Meeting information
Date:
Thursday 26 October, 2017
Time:
1900
Location: Barnby Moor Village Hall
Agenda items
1. Welcome and apologies
2. Minutes from the last meeting

AF
T

3. Matters Arising
4. Site update

a. Section 106
b. Timetable

5. Environment Agency guest
6. AOB

DR

7. Date of the next meeting

1. Welcome and apologies
Attended:
• Christie Willis, Chair and Tolworth PC (CW)
• Rob Boeuf, Vice-Chair and Sutton cum Lound PC (RB)
• Chick Fraser, Barnby Moor PC (CF)
• Bev Fullwood, Mattersey Community Rep (BF)
• Peter Thompson, Blyth PC (PT)
• George Fridlington, Babworth PC (GF)
• Cllr Tracey Taylor, NCC Misterton (TT)
• Andrew Barker, Environment Agency (AB)
Apologies:

AF
T

• David Petrie, IGas (DP)

• Maureen Holdgate, Lound PC (MH)
• Ann Fraser, Barnby Moor PC (AF)

• Philip Merchant, Ranskill PC (PM)

• Helen Wilson, Mattersey PC (HW)

DR

• Michael Gray, Ranskill DC (MG)
2. Minutes from the last meeting

Minutes from the last meeting were approved.

3. Matters Arising

CW asked DP about the North Notts update he was to provide to RB. DP
explained that it had not been possible to either provide an update in
time or any additional information about IGas’ plans of the area due to
it not yet being available.

CW asked about the recent Misson Residents Group inquired if similar
events would be possible for the Parish Councils and villages around

Tinker Lane. DP confirmed that it was and expressed a preference to
hold several small events rather than one or two large ones to ensure
that numbers in the room were manageable.
DP reiterated that the rig type to be used at Tinker Lane was not yet
known.

4. Site update
a. Section 106
DP stated that all of the conditions associated with the Planning
Permission had now been discharged.
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T

b. Timetable

DP told the group that an exact timetable was still not known but that
site construction was still on course to start in Q4 2017 and be
completed in Q1 2018.

5. Environment Agency guest

DR

PT asked about the available lines to the Environment Agency to report
breeches.
AB outlined what the various regulators were responsible for
overseeing (e.g. traffic/noise = Nottinghamshire County Council;
mining waste/anti-pollution measures = EA).
AB told the Group that the EA have a 24/7 number that can be used to
report issues. AB added that callers to this number will be asked a
series of questions to ensure that the call is transferred to the correct
body (if it’s not the EA).
DP added that there would be a dedicated IGas telephone number that
people can contact if they have any concerns.
DP to compile and distribute a list of telephone numbers for IGas and
the various relevant regulators.
CW asked if IGas would place a notice at the site entrance that
contained the various telephone numbers. DP said that he would look

into whether this was possible but added that he wouldn’t want to
draw people onto the road unnecessarily.
DP added that it was IGas’ intention to keep residents, landowners,
Parish/District/County Councillors and community groups informed
using a variety of methods including door knocking, emails and
newsletters, and that this
BF asked AB if the EA was responsible for monitoring seismicity. AB said
that this was principally the concern of the Oil and Gas Authority
(OGA) but that the EA also has an interest.
BF then asked who monitored the data and when the data was made
public. DP to respond.
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BF asked what weight the heaviest lorry IGas will be using is. DP
replied that the exact weight was still not known due to the rig type
being used not having been confirmed but that it would, as a
requirement of planning, be lighter than the maximum weight
allowance for any bridge on the route.
Responding to a question from TT, DP said IGas is contact with the local
police about the traffic routes and operational timelines.

DR

Following a request from BF, DP said he will update the group on how
the various waste from the site would be treated.
RB asked what IGas did with the waste water produced from its current
sites and whether it’s treated onsite or sent away. DP to establish and
report back.

6. AOB

CF asked the group for ideas on how to encourage attendance from
Parish Councils whose involvement in the CLG has been limited.
BF suggested inviting community representatives as well as Parish
Councillors.
TT suggested that CW email all Parish Councils reiterating the
importance of attendance and asking for an alternative representative
should Councillors not be available.

7. Date of the next meeting
Date: TBC

DR
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Location: Blyth

